REFER TO PARAPET AND WALL DETAILS FOR ACCEPTABLE TERMINATION

SARNAFIL G476 SELF ADHERED MEMBRANE TO ACCEPTABLE SURFACE

SARNAFIL FLASHING STRIP, HOT-AIR WELDED

S.S. SARNACLAD METAL SCUPPER FASTENED 4 INCHES O.C., STAGGERED

FASTENER

SIKAFLEX - 1A

SARNAFIL FLASHING STRIP HOT-AIR WELDED

SCUPPER ACCESS CHAMBER

PERFORATED EDGE RESTRAINT

PAVER OR STONE

TREATED WOOD NAILER

REFER TO TYPICAL CROSS SECTION

STRUCTURAL DECK

SARNAFIL G476 SELF ADHERED MEMBRANE

SARNAFIL DRAINAGE COMPOSITE

FILTER FABRIC

VEGETATIVE COVER

NOTE:
1) SEALANT IS A MAINTENANCE ITEM NOT COVERED UNDER THE SIKA SARNAFIL WARRANTY.

THRU-WALL SCUPPER